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Hello Butterflies!
I am so excited to be launching the first issue of On Butterfly Wings! This has been a dream in the 
making for over a year now, ever since I first sat down with a colleague and discussed what we might do 
to make a difference in our community. Women’s empowerment has always been a passion of mine, and 
when I realized that empowered girls become empowered women, ideas flowed rapidly!
One of my favourite quotes is 
by Maya Angelou, who said 
“We delight in the beauty of the 
butterfly, but rarely admit the 
changes it has gone through to 
achieve that beauty.” Life is not 
easy. Sometimes, it is incredibly 
difficult. But if we persevere, 
remembering always that we are 
worthy of love, success, peace, 
and joy, we can make it through 
those difficult times. And it 
helps to know that we’re not 
alone.
It is my hope that On Butterfly Wings will be a place where you can be inspired to be the best you can be, 
encouraged when times are tough, and celebrated for the wonderful person that you are!

Lisa Browning
Publisher

Beautiful, Vibrant, Wonderful You

In this Issue
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Kayleigh Radatus

Has anyone told you how amazing you are? You’re beautiful and strong. You’re powerful and you are 
loved. You are all of these things and so much more. You likely can not even begin to imagine the 
incredible potential that lies inside of you. You likely have no idea what an amazing person you are, or all 
that you will accomplish in this life. 
I’m not saying this to put pressure on you. I’m telling you this so that you remember that you don’t have 
to worry about succeeding because you already are all you need to be. You don’t have to worry about 
figuring it all out because you already know all you need to know right now in this moment. As you need 
to know more, you’ll learn more. That’s how life works. 
I want to tell you too, that I believe in you. I believe in everything about you. That you are stronger and 
more capable than you realize, and than you have ever been given credit for; by yourself or anyone else. I 
believe that you deserve every good thing, and that you can actually create the life you dream of. 
You are just beginning to discover yourself in this great, bright world around you. So much of what 
you’ve done up until this point is because the adults in your life told you, but now you’re doing more and 
more decision making on your own. I’ll bet that is more than just a little bit intense and overwhelming, if 
not terrifying, even if you feel like you’ve mostly got things figured out. 
That’s okay. If you haven’t got things figured out, you will. If you have, chances are it’ll change. That’s life. 
It’s a lot like writing a song or a story. It happens one note and one word at a time. Sometimes the notes 
and words come all in a big rush – lots of them all at once, tumbling over each other as you try to get 
them down on the  page without forgetting any. Other times, there’s nothing new for a while, and you 
spend some time going back over what you’ve already written, then the notes and words start to trickle 
in again, one at a time. Either way is good. Life works that way too. One piece at a time, at the pace that 
works for you. You’re doing great already, by simply being you and doing what matters to you. 
Each and every one of us is different. We’re all human, which makes us the same, but we’re also all 
different. We’ve all had our own unique circumstances we’ve grown up in, and our own experiences. Even 
siblings growing up in the same home have completely different experiences from each other. 
You are who you are, and that is a good thing. You are more than capable of handling any challenge life 
gives you. Know how I know that? Because you already have. And because you are you. 

con’t on p.3

You must find the place inside yourself where nothing is 
impossible. It starts with a dream. Add confidence, and it 

becomes a belief. Add commitment, and it becomes a goal in 
sight. Add action, and it becomes a part of your life. Add 

determination and time, and your dream comes true.
-Unknown 



con’t On Being Amazing from p.1
Some of us are born a little more different than others. I know something 
about that, because I am. If you’ve ever been labeled as too sensitive, shy, 
emotional, a cry-baby, or too empathetic, then you may be Highly Sensitive 
like me. It’s estimated that about 30 percent of people are Highly Sensitive, 
and most don’t even know this personality trait exists. Being Highly Sensitive means that you think more 
deeply than most people, your nervous system is more easily overstimulated, you’re more empathetic, and 
you’re sensitive to more subtleties than most. If these sound like you, chances are good someone in your 
family also experiences life this way. Talking to them may help you feel like you’re not so different. (You 
can learn more about being Highly Sensitive at the website; www.hsperson.com.) 
Being Highly Sensitive made a lot of things about life in general very difficult for me until I learned how 
to deal with it. Processing all the input from the world so much differently than most, feeling everyone 
else’s emotions, and dealing with my own ‘stuff ’, left me feeling like I was crazy a lot of the time. I was 
overwhelmed and stressed constantly, feeling like a giant ball of emotion and nerves, and living day to 
day in survival mode for years. I learned to turn to a few good friends when I needed help, and I learned 
how to use my own thoughts to protect myself and deal. 
Learning how to embrace what is different about you, and how to manage any challenges you have from 
being different makes all the difference in the world to how you feel. 
We live in a world that often dismisses or outright attacks anyone who is more than just a little bit 
different, but there are many of us who are working to change that. Finding others who feel like you do 
empowers you to live your life in ways that make you happy.
You may not believe it, but you have the power inside of you to create change in your world. To choose 
to find the good and positive in your day to day life, rather than looking at what isn’t working. (Yes, that 
matters.) To choose what matters most to you, and to choose what makes you happy. This doesn’t mean 
you ignore the voices of experience around you. But you choose to learn all you can before making a 
choice, and choose based on how you feel combined with what you have learned. 
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Remember too, what I said at the beginning. I believe 
in you. I know, with all that I am, that you are whole, 
complete, and powerful just as you are, right now. You 
don’t need to change who you are, become someone 
else, or try to be different in any way to be amazing. You 
already are an incredible individual destined to create 
an amazing life. You can, and you will; if you choose to 
believe in yourself the way I believe in you.



The Healing Powers of Mandala Colouring
Would you be surprised to learn that mandalas have existed since the 
beginning of time and that you probably witness and experience their beauty 
every day? Simply stated, a mandala is a sacred circle.
Mandalas are used universally to promote healing and other positive states of being. Why? One 
explanation comes from its very design. The mandala is a circular matrix with a centre point—a 
point from which all things are possible. From this sacred centre comes forth infinite possibilities and 
unlimited potential. When 
you colour a mandala, you’re 
expressing your desires for healing 
and wellness.
You’re also acknowledging and 
declaring your own unlimited 
potential!
Amazing as it sounds, by simply 
colouring mandalas, you can 
accomplish the following:

•    Relax & enhance your  
       meditation
•    Balance your body, your  
       mind, and your spirit
•    Make a spiritual connection
•    Expand your creativity
•    Increase your self-awareness
•    Encourage your self- 
       expression
•    Just have fun, alone or with  
        your friends

Here’s one to try!

 

I meet her under a balding light
And her eyes are grey pebbles.
Can birds smile? Because she--slowly--does.
She is the vulture who
Plays with her food before she eats it.

And the moment our babbling begins
I wish to paint the river white,
Because I both can and cannot.
I meant to hop in, to drown myself,
But that too, I’ve forgotten how to do.

Still, I squirm and writhe helplessly:
A lethal interrogation, for hidden
In the dull sheen of her feathers lie
Sweaty secrets turned ammunition-
When did this party become so crowded?

And who would ever guess,
That, once, we circled and dove together?
But I have changed and she remains
The lonely vulture who 
Plays with her food before she eats it

The Vulture
Danielle Campagnolo 
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Image thanks to Sarah Jane Bingham (http://www.redbubble.com/people/todmeister70)



Who We Are

Kayleigh knows from personal experience that you can bring the happiness and 
strength found in your favourite music into everyday life, and has helped many 
people do exactly that. She is a Personal Empowerment Mentor, specializing 
in helping you increase your self-esteem, self-confidence and self-compassion 
while empowering you to discover and create your ideal life.

Kayleigh Radatus
     On Being Amazing         

Lisa is the publisher of One Thousand Trees, a monthly online magazine devoted 
to facilitating wellness through connection, creativity and community service. 
She also offers writing, editing, and  publishing/pre-press services, and has 
recently launched a children’s book division called Saplings. She is inspired to 
make a difference in this world, and to help others realize their passion and their 
gifts. For more information visit www.onethousandtrees.com.

Lisa Browning
    Publisher

Heather is a metaphysical healer and soul intuitive practitioner in Guelph, 
Ontario.  She has been a regular writer and editor of various genres over the past 
15 years, as  well  as  a  human and earth rights activist.   For more information 
visit www.blossomingheart.ca.

Heather Embree
Articles Editor

Emily is a university graduate still looking for her place in the universe. She is 
also apparently a fan of dating cliches and romantic turns of phrase. She’s been 
writing for longer than she’d like to count. You can follow her on Twitter 
(@esavage3) where she mostly posts about her love affair with books. 

Emily Savage
    Managing Editor
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Submission Guidelines
Are you Artistic?

Do you have an interest in writing?
Do you want to make the most of your life?

“On Butterfly Wings” is a newsletter for young girls. We are always looking for artistic submissions from 
teen girls expressing the issues that young girls go through. Our vision is to empower girls to become 
strong and confident, and to create a safe place where young women can feel free to express themselves.
Submit your art, your poetry, your writing by emailing your work to butterflies@onethousandtrees.com

Ask the Expert
Is there something in your life that’s been nagging 
you for a while but you’re not quite sure who to 
talk to? 
In each issue we’ll be taking your questions and 
asking an expert, publishing their responses in the 
next issue.
Submit your questions to: 
butterflies@onethousandtrees.com

Next Issue
It’s All About You

It’s Valentine’s Day! What better time to remind 
ourselves how important we are in the whole 
scheme of things? 
Join us next issue for the importance of 
journaling, and why the first thing, the most 
important thing, to care for and nurture, is you.

People always ask me 
‘you have so much 

confidence. Where did 
it come from?’ It came 

from me. One day I 
decided I was beautiful, 
and so I carried out my 

life as if I was a beautiful 
girl... it doesn’t have 

anything to do with how 
the world perceives you. 
What matters is what 

you see.
- Gabourey Sidibe

Harper’s Baazar, January 2010
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On Butterfly Wings is a monthly publication. Access your copy at www.ottbookstore.com


